W e coauthors of this closing commentary, Tsitsi and Paul, consider ourselves close friends. That is not to say we haven't had some conflict. Well, ok, let's not mince words. We argue a lot! Our spats are usually good natured and have always made our relationship stronger. That's because, as any friends who have weathered genuine disagreements can attest, getting safely to the other side of conflict deepens empathy and understanding. What are our fights about? Culture. Or, to be more specific, misunderstandings about intolerance for and impatience with each and the other's native cultures. Tsitsi is a black female Zimbabwean born and raised in Bulawayo. In Paul's view, she can be unduly deferential on some matters and, paradoxically, unreasonably stubborn on other matters. What Tsitsi sees as being respectful, Paul witnesses as submitting to victimhood. Paul is a white male American born and raised in Minnesota. In Tsitsi's view, he can be impatient, insensitive, and domineering. What Paul sees as self-confident, Tsitsi witnesses as arrogant. Did we mention we're dear friends?
We are proud to be cofounders, with Shepstone Musiyarira, of a nonprofit organization we named ''Shape Zimbabwe.'' Shape was dedicated to HIV/ AIDS prevention, and for several years, we grew grant funding support to mobilize college students throughout Zimbabwe to develop and lead ''talk shows'' and music-based education programs grounded in peer counseling principles. Reflecting on our work together during a tumultuous time in Tsitsi's country, the aspects of Zimbabwean culture that Paul and Tsitsi both find disturbing relates to the objectification of women and the entitlement mentality of tribal leaders. Similarly, there are aspects of American culture we mutually disapprove of such as our obesogenic environment. Though we mutually celebrate and deeply appreciate most aspects of our native cultures, it still seems that when we are in conflict, our disagreements can be traced to a naiveté about the inexorable influence of our cultures. Though Tsitsi thinks Paul should be more acquiescent, he's simply not wired for it. Though Paul wishes Tsitsi could discount the anachronistic influence of her elders, she's often not disposed to such. Our arguments are fundamentally the unintended consequence of presuming one or the other of us is culturally unencumbered.
''Though we mutually celebrate and deeply appreciate most aspects of our native cultures, it still seems that when we are in conflict our disagreements can be traced to a naiveté about the inexorable influence of our cultures.''
In this ''The Global Issue'' of TAHP, policies, programs, and cases are featured from Singapore, Brazil, Australia, and the United Kingdom. Readers will learn that the global rationale for prevention and health promotion shares much in common with the United States, but the wellness movements in these countries also depart from our cultural norms in significant ways. Where the influence of culture on individual health practices is a growing focus of United States-based wellness, you will see in these reports from abroad there are ''contextually and culturally relevant'' policies, programs with ''multifarious components,'' and ''workplace ecosystems,'' all indicating a long-standing appreciation for the vital interaction between people, policies, and places. There would be unintended consequences where a workplace wellness advocate to attempt to export an American style wellness approach into these environments. In case you missed it, that last sentence was a grand understatement. Dr Masvawure explains the nuances and hazards of unintended consequences in the following section.
Dr Tsitsi Masvawure describes the unintended consequences of implementing a gender equity and HIV prevention program in a rural community in Zimbabwe.
Nine years ago, I was involved in designing-and implementing-an HIV prevention program in a rural community in Zimbabwe. Our organization had never worked in a rural community, and all our expertise instead came from working with university students. Undeterred, we went ahead and convened 2-day behavior change workshops that were intended to encourage ''safer sexual practices'' and promote gender equality. For a while, everything seemed to be going great. We trained over 200 women and men, most of whom were in their forties and older. We had the support of local community leaders, and some of them even attended our trainings. Women and men were talking openly about harmful traditional beliefs and cultural practices that drove HIV infections and gender inequality in their communities. Three things were most impressive, however. First, both men and women eagerly scooped up the condoms that we freely distributed during trainings. Second, women were curious about female condoms and took samples home. Third, women started to ask for an end to a specific traditional practice that they considered highly unfair. The practice in question required widows to ''hug and embrace'' the corpse of a deceased husband as a way of expressing their grief. Only widows were required to do this but not widowers. We were completely unprepared for this third thing. True, our mission was to transform gender relations, but even we knew that this issue was very political and that any attempts to change this deeply rooted traditional practice would not be easy or painless. And that is when things started to go downhill for us.
The sociologist Robert Merton (1978) used the term ''unanticipated consequences'' to refer to ''unforeseen'' outcomes of ''purposive social action.'' We were embroiled in a seemingly endless spiral of unintended consequences. One such consequence was that women who were vocal in the workshops were seen as ''trouble makers'' by their male counterparts. As a result, many of these women stopped participating in discussions. When they did, it was usually to make simple, noncontroversial observations. Weeks later in the program, a number of women approached me and told me in hushed tones that the men had taken away the soccer balls that we had given them for their recreational use, never mind that we had also given men their own soccer balls. A strategy that we used in our training programs with university students was to encourage and support the establishment of student-led extracurricular activities. Soccer had proved to be very popular and we had supported the establishment of female and male soccer teams on university campuses. Soccer is considered a ''male'' sport in Zimbabwe, so having women play is often met with resistance. In hindsight, I see how encouraging and supporting married women and widows in rural areas to play soccer was ''truly radical'' and an ''affront to a respectable femininity.'' Our program thus both empowered and disempowered women. We provided them with a platform to speak and act collectively. However, we also made them ''marked women'' in their communities. We failed these women because our program was not designed to ''stay the course'' and assist women in the long term. And yet, as we all fully knew, transforming gender inequality is often a protracted process, not a one-time event.
Health promotion programs-whether workplace or community basedmust therefore always anticipate-and be designed to anticipate-unintended consequences. Part of this anticipation requires an in-depth understanding of cultural norms and power dynamics in the workplace or community where the intervention is to be implemented. Short of this, our interventions can never be quite transformative. At least not in the ways that matter and that bring about meaningful and lasting change.
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